NOTICE REGARDING EXPORT PROMOTION EVENT ON 30th MARCH 2016 IN OMAN FOCUSING ON FOOD INDUSTRY.

Date: 03/03/2016

India and Oman enjoy excellent political relations, strategic partnership, cooperation and exchanges between the two countries. Further, the trade between the two countries has been growing and like other countries in the Gulf region, the Sultanate has to import most of its foodstuffs due to climatic conditions and land-use restrictions. India is already a very popular import destination for agriculture products in Oman. In order to further strengthen India export to Oman the embassy of India is planning to organize in 30th March 2016.

The Embassy of India (EOI) in Oman, in association with Oman Chamber of Commerce and Industry (OCCI), will organize a B2B Meeting at OCCI premises with the relevant Omani enterprises, to be invited by OCCI and a Seminar on business opportunities available in Oman will be organized at the Embassy premises. It is hoped that these events will provide a useful platform for Indian companies to project their potential for exports and explore possible tie-ups with Omani companies.

In this regard, EOI has invited Indian companies from the Agro & Food industry for the above Event and showcase their products in Omani market and explore business opportunities available in this market.

Considering this as a good opportunity, you are requested to send your confirmation to Embassy of India in Oman for participation in the event. For any further information, EOI in Oman may directly be contacted on the following address.

Further, as desired you may also send the profile in advance in the following address of the Embassy to enable them to invite relevant Omani organizations and companies.

Address:

Commerce Wing
Embassy of India in Oman
PO Box : 1727, Ruwi, Postal Code : 112,
Sultanate of Oman
Tel • (+968) 2468 4512 / 2468 4513,
Fax : (+968) 2469 8291,
E-mail : hom@indemb-oman.org; commasst@indemb-oman.org